
From: Robert@SoundOffLA.com
To: "Nick Manale"
Cc: "Faye Morrison"; "Melissa Matey"; "Jamie Fletcher"
Bcc: "teammoonlite@yahoo.com"
Subject: Public Records Request for Full Video of Lt. Sheldon Perkins" 8/24/19 DWI Arrest
Date: Monday, May 17, 2021 3:45:00 PM

Captain Manale:
 
By way of this email, I request to be provided with the full video version of Lt. Sheldon Perkins
8/24/19 DWI arrest which was available at Thursday’s meeting of the Louisiana State Police
Commission meeting. 
 
I am expecting the length of that video to be considerably longer than the 21-minute segment(s)
shown to the commissioners since Chairman Simien expressed reservations about watching “an hour
and a half video,” and attorney Giroir indicated that, by fast forwarding to two sections that the
expected length to be presented to commissioners would be “around 40 minutes.” 
 
Because the entirety of the video was planned to be introduced into evidence and displayed for all in
attendance, including me to videotape for Sound Off Louisiana viewers and subscribers, there should
be no question whatsoever that the entirety of that video is public record.
 
I will be happy to come into LSP’s facilities and provide a flash drive for the purpose of copying the
video onto that drive just as I did about 3 ½ years ago regarding LSP Trooper Philip Tagliarino’s
stopping of Andrew Arway for suspected DWI, which I thereafter integrated into the main video for
the following Sound Off Louisiana feature:  https://www.soundoffla.com/jbe-appointee-implodes-
lsp-wrongful-death-trial-thereafter-carry-vendetta-harsh-critics/.
 
Because there is no doubt as to the existence of this record and because of the known ease to
access it and make it available and because time is clearly of the essence in this matter, I am
respectfully requesting that the video referenced above be provided to me in a very expeditious
manner, and I look forward to a response to this request and for me coming in and obtaining the full
video as expeditiously as possible.
 
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
 
 
Robert Edwin Burns, founder and author
SOUND OFF LOUISIANA
(225) 235-4346
Robert@SoundOffLA.com
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